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Theme 2: The Wealth Gap 
 
Situation 1: Bullying and the Wealth Gap 
There is a conflict between four secondary school students. Two of them are from well-off 
families and are bullying a classmate from a less well-off family. A friend of the student being 
bullied stands close by, watching the scene and wanting to defend the person being bullied, 
but daring to say very little. 
 
Characters:  Wong    Lai    Chu    Lee  
 
Notes: All of the characters are teenage secondary school students. Wong and Lai are the 
bullies. Chu is being bullied. Lee is Chu’s friend. Wong, Lai, Chu and Lee can be either male 
or female. 
 

 
SCRIPT 

 
Wong: You are so ugly, Chu! Can’t you get a good haircut at 

least? Oh, I forgot. . . your family doesn’t have e nough 
money. . . oh, I can’t stop laughing!  

Lai: Neither can I! It must be so sad to come from such a poor 
family! 

Wong: Hey, Chu! When did you last go to the cinema? 
Chu: I don’t know. . . I can’t remember. 
Lai: I think the last time was when you were four, right ! Ha! 
Lee: That is really sad. Chu is one of the quietest stud ents in 

my class – but is also very kind. 
Wong: Are you saying something, Lee? 
Chu: Don’t worry about it Lee, it is not your problem. 
Lai: Yes, stay out of it and mind your own business! 
Lee: It is my business when I see you bullying Chu like that. 
Wong: Oh, Chu has a friend! Chu has a friend! Are you in love 

with Lee, Chu? 
Lai: Yes, they are going to get married! But Chu doesn’t  have 

enough money to get married. 
Lee: You are really being stupid now. 
Lai: Oh look Chu – your darling is helping you. That is so 

sweet. 
Chu: Stop it, you two! Just stop it! 
Wong: I’m so scared of you Chu – not!  
Lai: I’m shaking with fear! I can feel my heart beating very 

fast. Oh no! 
Lee: Why don’t you just leave Chu alone and go and have fun 

elsewhere? 
Wong: We are Chu’s only friends. We care about Chu. 
Lai: That’s right. Now Chu, you can really help your fam ily by 

buying some Mark 6 tickets. Then your family might become 
rich. You see, Lee? We are giving our good friend C hu some 
advice. Wong and I are very kind. 

Chu: I have to go… to the library and borrow some books.  
 

Wong: What! That is really boring. Be careful, or you wil l become 
as boring as Lee over there. You should come to kar aoke 
with Lai and me.  
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Lee: Oh, will you two just grow up! Leave Chu alone! 
Lai: Or what, Lee? 
Lee: Or I will tell the teacher what you are doing. You are 

bullying Chu. You need to learn a lesson. 
Chu: Don’t, Lee, you will make them angry with you. . . 
Wong: That’s right! Very angry. Now go away Lee, or you w ill be 

sorry. Chu, you really must try to look more fashio nable, 
you know? 

Chu: I am wearing the school uniform. 
Lai: That doesn’t matter! Haven’t you ever heard of acce ssories? 
Chu: My parents work hard to take care of my family. The y love 

me. 
Lai: Yes, but if you look like a fool, you will never ge t any 

friends. 
Lee: I am Chu’s friend. I want you to go away and leave Chu 

alone. 
Wong: I don’t think so. Lai and I are just getting starte d. . . 
Chu: Help! 

 
 
 
 


